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ABSTRACT 
Investigation of the effects of low energy proton irradiation of aluminum 
and gold samples demonstrated that protons in  the energy range 7 to 450  
K e v  could cause permanent damage to the materials.  This damage is in  
the f o r m  of pitting and blistering of the metal  surface.  These observations 
a r e  of significance to the application of these mater ia ls  for thermal control 
surfaces  in  space flight applications. 
High purity aluminum exhibited surface pitting and blistering in  the 
irradiated a rea .  
dominant surface damage at lower proton energies.  
spontaneously at room temperature for samples irradiated at energies of 
70 Kev o r  lower. 
exhibit a small  amount of spontaneous blistering, but annealing above 
200°C is necessary to produce large concentrations of bl is ters .  
Pitting occurred during irradiation and is  the pre-  
Blistering occurs  
Samples irradiated a t  energies of 100  Kev o r  higher may 
The proton radiation induced pitting and blistering phenomena have been 
studied using optical and electron microscopy. 
determine the influence of crystal  orientation, surface preparation, 
mater ia l  purity, substructure,  and cold work on the manner of occurrence 
and appearance of blistering. 
radiation and environmental parameters  to delineate the processes  
responsible for pitting and blistering. 
Attention was given to  
These observations were  correlated with 
It is shown that excess hydrogen introduced into the lattice by proton 
bombardment can be removed by either a general  d i spersa l  resulting in 3 
evolution or  by agglomeration t o  f o r m  bl is ters .  
to the trapping of protons and their agglomeration a s  hydrogen forming 
voids in the latt ice near  the metal  surface.  
voids causes an expansion which is observed as bl is ters  on the metal  
sur face .  Pitting was shown t o  be associated with exfoliation of the oxide 
on aluminum, and pits could be removed by oxide stripping. 
explained by agglomeration of hydrogen at the oxide-metal interface with 
subsequent rupture and exfoliation of the oxide. 
Blistering then is attributed 
Hydrogen pressure  within these 
Pitting is 
The dependence of the effects observed upon metal  purity and microstructure  
a r e  consistent with the model f o r  hydrogen agglomeration proposed. 
Definite correlations of pitting and blistering with c rys ta l  orientation were  
also demonstrated. 
discussed. 
The theoretical implications of these resul ts  a r e  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
1 ' *. 5 
The advent of spaceflight in the presence of solar  winds 
and Van Allen radiation belts has presented the question of 
what effects such an environment may introduce into 
mater ia ls  utilized in space. 
radiation is composed of low energy protons which originate 
f r o m  cosmic rays and solar  winds. 
associated with solar winds a r e  in  the range of 1 to  9 Kev 
while secondary protons associated with cosmic rays a r e  
concentrated a t  the energy levels of 1 Mev o r  l e s s  (1). 
Secondary protons a r e  produced by high energy cosmic 
rays  reacting with oxygen and nitrogen nuclei in the 
Ea r th ' s  upper atmosphere. 
The major part  of this space 
Proton energies 
Research  on the effects of charged particle irradiation on 
mater ia ls  has been primarily concerned with high 
energies (> 1 MeV) associated with nuclear reactions and 
high energy accelerators .  
charged particle radiation a r e  of a different nature than 
expected with lower energy particles.  
particles penetrate deeper into the mater ia l  and produce a 
grea te r  amount  of s t ructural  damage within the material .  
In contrast ,  the low penetration depths associated with low 
energy ions can be expected to  produce surface effects 
which a r e  not observed on mater ia ls  i r radiated with high 
energy particles. 
The effects of such high energy 
High energy 
Limited amount of r e sea rch  has been conducted with very 
low energy charged particle i r radiat ion in  connection with 
vacuum and gas filled electronic tubes (2). 
form of damage encountered here  has been sputtering, the 
removal  of atoms or molecules f r o m  a target  mater ia l%y 
ion bombardment. 
f r o m  these studies may prove useful, the mater ia ls  studied 
in this research  have been pr imari ly  oxide f r e e  surfaces .  
The resul ts  obtained f r o m  these studies a r e  not expected 
to  be fully applicable to oxide covered spacecraft  mater ia ls .  
The pr imary  
Although the principles discovere'd 
Low energy proton irradiation effects upon thermal  control 
surfaces have been investigated by Anderson and Dahms, 
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and Gillette et  al. (3,4). 
of metal  f i lms  vapor deposited upon a variety of substrate 
mater ia ls  and some paint coatings. The damage to these 
surfaces has been evaluated by determining the degree of 
change in solar absorptance. The physical damage to  the 
surfaces has been reported to be due to  sputtering and 
gas void formation at the metal  f i lm-substrate  interface.  
The surfaces  studied consisted 
c-
Although low energy proton irradiation produces other 
degradation effects in metals ,  the most  obvious effects 
a r e  introduction of hydrogen gas into the metal  lattice 
and surface sputtering of the metal .  While hydrogen i s  
capable of embrittling many common bcc and hcp metals,  
i t s  detrimental  effects in fcc aluminum a r e  res t r ic ted  
to void and blister formation. Blistering and internal  
void formation in aluminum and its alloys caused by the 
presence of hydrogen plagued the metal  industry for  
many years  before the specific problem of hydrogen 
pickup through proton i r radiat ion in outer space 
environments w a s  even envisioned. The problem of 
blistering and internal void formation is commonly 
observed in aluminum castings and a r i s e s  f r o m  exposing 
molten aluminum to hydrogen containing atmospheres .  
The hydrogen containing voids f o r m  upon solidification 
of the molten aluminum contrasted by its low solubility 
in  solid aluminum produces a rejection of excess  hydrogen 
f r o m  the metal latt ice.  
proper t ime and tempera ture ,  agglomerates to f o r m  voids. 
These voids may be near  enough to  the f r e e  surface to 
cause a swelling o r  blistering of the metal  surface.  
Although improvement of industrial  practices has  overcome 
many of the difficulties associated with hydrogen in 
aluminum alloys, there  is a continuing in te res t  in the 
subject because of the potential for  hydrogen pickup in  the 
various phases of fabrication of aluminum and because 
a detailed knowledge of the processes  involved i s  s t i l l  
lac king. 
This excess  hydrogen, with 
Nuclear fission with the production of fission products has  
been observed to cause gas containing voids in  mater ia ls .  
These f iss ion product atoms may exist  within the lattice 
i n  the f o r m  of solid,  liquid, o r  gas  depending upon the 
temperature  of the mater ia l s .  
one iner t  gas  atom is formed for  every four atoms 
It has been calculated that 
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fissioned (5). 
soluble in  metals,  the gas  atoms formed during the fission 
process a r e  randomly distributed throughout the lattice 
and may be considered to  be in an abnormal state of 
solution. 
formed a r e  xenon and krypton whose diffusion ra tes  a r e  
significant only near the melting point of the mater ia ls ,  
the movement of these iner t  gas atoms at moderate 
temperatures  is limited to void formation within the 
mater ia ls .  
surface self -diffusion mechanism, but very little evolution 
of the gas occurs a t  the surface of the mater ia ls  (6,  7 ) .  
Such formation of iner t  gas filled voids in the mater ia l  
produces an internal pressure  which i s  capable of swell- 
ing the material  (8-10). This pressure  can be of sufficient 
magnitude to  introduce local s t r e s s e s  greater  than the 
yield s t r e s s  of the material .  Ductile mater ia ls  a r e  capable 
of accommodating this s t r e s s  by swelling, but a brit t le 
mater ia l  might be expected to  rupture f r o m  a pressure  
buildup. 
Although iner t  gas atoms a r e  not normally 
Since the greater  portion of the iner t  gas atoms 
These voids a r e  capable of movement by a 
Although the phenomenon of surface sputtering has long 
been known, its degradation effects have not been studied 
a s  extensively a s  gas void formation. 
' with the increased r e sea rch  in space,  plasma, vacuum, 
surface and solid s ta te  physics, has sputtering received 
appreciable attention. Sputtering has been viewed either 
a s  a useful phenomenon, an interesting phenomenon, o r  
simply a s  a nuisance. It has been useful in thin film 
deposition and in the cleaning and etching of mater ia l  
surfaces;  it has been interesting f r o m  the viewpoint of the 
solid state physicists; and it has been a nuisance for  its 
damaging effects to  mater ia l  surfaces .  
of i t s  damaging effects on mater ia ls  where the most  
recent research  activities have been directed.  
Only in recent yea r s ,  
It is in this a r ea  
Projected utilization of mater ia ls  f o r  prolonged periods 
in  low energy particle -containing space environments has 
necessitated serious consideration of this factor in space- 
c raf t  design. While such factors  might reasonably have & 
been neglected in  past satell i te designs where the useful 
life expectancy of the vehicle was shor t  t e r m ,  future 
craf ts  will be expected to  operate f o r  longer durations 
even in  the presence of such radiation. If the character is t ic  
- 5  - 
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B. 
effects of low energy proton irradiation on mater ia ls  
can be determined and if the fundamental processes 
involved can be ascertained, such knowledge can be 
utilized in  space vehicle design. In addition, information 
obtained f r o m  such a study may contribute to our h o w -  
ledge of the more basic problem of gases in metal. 
Statement of the P rob lem 
During the early stages of development of the Avco/Tulsa 
space environment simulation facility, work began on the 
ion-metal  f i lm phenomenon. The ion-metal  film phenom- 
enon appeared a s  discolorations on metal  surfaces which 
had been irradiated by a proton beam. The discolorations 
appeared upon some anodized aluminum alloy (6061 -T6) 
samples  in the as- i r radiated condition while on other 
samples of the same mater ia l  it appeared only on subsequent 
annealing. 
revealed a rough texture on the i r radiated portions of 
otherwise polished surfaces ,  and examination a t  higher 
magnifications revealed that the surface roughening was 
due to  a blister-l ike eruption on the surface of the aluminum. 
Microscopic examination a t  low magnification 
Additional experiments, utilizing unanodized mechanically 
polished aluminum alloy (6061 -T6) and high purity aluminum 
samples,  showed the reproducibility of this blister 
phenomenon. 
graphs of a piece of aluminum alloy sheet which was 
irradiated with 200 Kev protons to an integrated flux of 
1017 protons/cm2 and then annealed for 10 minutes at  
30OoC. Figure 3 is a photomicrograph of a high purity 
aluminum sample i r radiated with 100 Kev protons to an 
integrated flux of 1017 protons/cm' and annealed for  10 
minutes at 3 0 0 ' ~ .  
F igures  1 and 2 a r e  macro  and photomicro- 
Visual examination revealed that the low energy proton 
irradiation causes a significant change in the reflectance 
character is t ics  of metallic surfaces  subjected to  such 
bombardment. The obvious damage i s  surface blistering 
with additional damage on the high purity aluminum in the 
f o r m  of pitting or  crater ing of the surface.  
of a high purity aluminum specimen with an alloy aluminum 
specimen (Figures 3 and 4) also reveals an apparent 
Comparison 
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Figure 1. Magnification 165X. Bright F i e l d  I l l u m i n a t i o n .  
200 Kev Protons. 6061 Aluminum Alloy Annealed. 
Fractured Blisters on 6061 Al.uminum Alloy. 
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Figure 2. Magnification 20X. Bright Field Illumination. 
6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy  Annealed. 200 Kev Protons. 
Irradiated B2nd on 6061 Aluminum AI-loy. 
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Figure 3. Magnification 15r’C)X. Enlarged 1.8X. Numerical Anera tu re  
1.4. B r i g h t  Field Illumination. High Purity Aluminum- 
Annealed. 1OC Kev Protons. Blistered Surface f rom which 
Oxide has been Chemically Removed. 
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Figure  4 .  Magnif ica t ion  320X. B r i g h t  Field I l lumina t i -on .  
5?61-T6 Annealed. 20C Kev P r o t o n s .  Large 
B1 .;-,ers which Show E l o n g a t i o n  Along Cold Work 
S , r i a t i o n s  . 
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dependence of blister size and geometry upon impurity 
content and rolling effects in aluminum. 
These observations of blistering and pitting upon aluminum 
introduced the questions of what a r e  the mechanisms of 
the processes responsible and what a r e  the mater ia l  and 
environment parameters  of significance in these processes.  
The objectives of the present work  a r e  to determine: 
(1) the conditions under which proton irradiation of 
aluminum will produce surface blistering and pitting, (2) the 
dependence of the phenomena on mater ia l  s t ructure ,  and 
(3 )  the effects of various sample preparation procedures.  
The basic parameters  considered in the blistering and pitting 
process a re :  (1) the penetration depth and distribution of 
protons in aluminum, (2) the solubility of hydrogen in 
aluminum, ( 3 )  the mobility of hydrogen in aluminum, and 
(4) the effects of lattice defects, impurit ies,  and the oxide 
surface film on the distribution and t ransport  of hydrogen 
in  aluminum. Theoretical questions involved a re :  (1) the 
mechanisms of t ransport  and evolution of hydrogen in the 
metal ,  (2) the roles  of lattice defects, impurities and 
the oxide surface film in the t ransport  and evolution 
processes ,  (3)  ion-target interaction, and (4) the mechanism 
of blister formation. 
Observation of bl is ters  on high purity aluminum and 
aluminum alloy specimens introduced the question of what 
role did the presence of a stable aluminum oxide have 
in  the blistering mechanism. 
of an oxide layer was a necessary prerequisite for 
blistering, gold with its lack of an oxide was chosen a s  a 
mater ia l  for study. Also, to reduce the number of parameters  
entering into the processes ,  high purity metals were  used 
exclusively throughout this study. 
To determine if the presence 
- 9 -  
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11. REVIEW O F  THE LITERATURE 
The effects of proton bombardment of metal  surfaces  have 
received appreciable attention only within recent  years .  
work of El ls  and Evans ( l l ) ,  Kaminsky (12), and Pemsler  and 
Rapperport  (13) were  among the first resul ts  published 
concerning hydrogen agglomeration within a bulk metal  where 
the hydrogen was introduced by ion bombardment. 
Evans and Pemsler  and Rapperport  were  concerned with 
evaluating the effects of 7 Mev protons, which penetrated 
relatively la rge  distances into the metal  and therefore  did not 
cause observable surface damage. 
penetration and the hydrogen behavior determined in these 
investigations is useful as a guide to analysis and in te rpre ta -  
tion of the surface blistering phenomenon observed at  lower 
proton energies .  
The 
Ells and 
The nature of the proton 
El ls  and Evans examined the agglomeration of hydrogen in 
7 Mev proton irradiated samples  ranging f r o m  very high purity 
aluminum to A1-Mg alloys. 
sectioned perpendicular t o  the hydrogen containing layer  in 
such a manner that its distance f r o m  the edge could be determined. 
Optical microscope examination revealed the high energy proton 
penetrated into the aluminum a distance of approximately 0. 033 c m  
and formed a hydrogen containing layer  0 ,  004 cm. thick. 
Hydrogen concentrations in this layer  were  calculated to  be f r o m  
. 16 to 22 ppm. Ells and Evans reported that practically a l l  
samples i r radiated at tempera tures  of 300°F or  less  exhibited 
fine agglomerates (pockets of hydrogen) in the a s  - i r radiated 
condition. Intragranular agglomerates appeared as  p i t s  with 1 
radi i  of f r o m  0 . 5  micron to about 5 micron,  while agglomerates 
in the gra in  boundaries w e r e  observed as cracks  up  to and in 
excess  of 10  microns in width. 
agglomerates appeared at distances up to 0. 02 cm. f r o m  the 
main hydrogen-containing layer with this effect being par t icular ly  
pronounced in the high purity aluminum. Heating for  one hour at 
300 C produced a general  coarsening of the agglomerate s ize  in 
the main hydrogen-containing layer  and a considerable enlarging 
of agglomerates at grain boundaries intersecting the layer .  
In addition, t he re  was a d ispersa l  of some agglomerates both 
at the edges of the layer and also in  grain boundaries at locations 
outside the main layer.  
an  additional increase i n  agglomerates which disappeared with 
fur ther  heating. 
The specimens were  c ros s  - 
These grain boundary 
0 
Heating for  one hour at 5OO0C produced 
Examinations of specimens i r rad ia ted  at 
-10- 
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temperatures  about 3OO0C revealed no evidence of a hydrogen 
containing layer in the a s  -irradiated condition or after 
annealing. 
El ls  and Evans also studied the effects of pr ior  history of the 
mater ia l  upon the agglomeration of hydrogen and reported that 
mater ia ls  irradiated in  the cold worked condition were  s imilar  
to those irradiated in the annealed condition. The addition of 
up to 3 weight per cent magnesium, had a slight tendency to 
decrease the number of agglomerates formed. The general 
behavior of this alloy was similar t o  the ul t ra  pure aluminum. 
Pems le r  and Rapperport in their  work with proton bombarded 
beryll ium found results similar, to those reported by El ls  and 
Evans. 
agglomeration in  beryll ium in the a s  - i r radiated condition even 
though a hydrogen layer concentration of 80 ppm was achieved. 
This may be explained by the lower diffusion coefficient for  
hydrogen in beryll ium which r e s t r i c t s  necessary movement 
for the agglomeration of hydrogen. 
The only major difference being a lack of hydrogen 
Kaminsky bombarded single crystals  of si lver and copper with 
0. 1 to  4 Mev protons, deutrons,  and helium ions. Gas bubbles 
were  observed on the surface,  and by use  of a mass  spectro-  
meter  the bubbles were observed to  re -emi t  the incident species 
a s  the bubbles exploded. 
correlated with gas bursts.  
The apparent bl is ter  density was 
Recent reports  of surface blistering of metals under proton 
bombardment have been made by Gillette, -- e t  a1.(14) and also 
by Pr imak,  -- e t  a1,(15), Both of these sources  repor t  spontaneous 
blistering of aluminum upon bombardment by low energy protons. 
Neither group analyzed the microstructural  or  surface conditions 
associated with this effect. 
A second deleterious effect of ion bombardment upon metal  
surfaces  i s  the phenomenon of sputtering. Although low energy 
ion bombardment of a metal  surface is known to remove atoms, 
it is uncertain whether ser ious damage to  the skin of a space- 
craf t  will resul t  f rom exposure to space irradiation. 
meager  knowledge of sputtering yields (number of particles 
removed per impinging particle) of oxide covered metal  
surfaces  necessitates a survey of the information concerning 
The 
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bare  metal  sputtering yields to make estimates of resul ts  
to  be expected with oxide covered aluminum. 
were  found in the l i terature concerning the sputtering of 
A1 0. on aluminum (16, 17); both report  the oxide was attacked 
noticeably l e s s  rapidly than aluminum metal. 
Two references 
2 3  
The validity of published sputtering data is often difficult t o  
evaluate since only in the more recent work have authors 
aware of the many parameters  which enter into the phenomena. 
These parameters  involve both the mater ia l  and the ion-target 
interactions. 
measuring equipment have also produced a greater  consistency 
among the resul ts  of various investigators. These refinements 
a r e  reflected in lower threshold energies and drastically revised 
sputtering yields. 
become 
Refinements in  vacuum systems and precision 
G .  I. Wehner, -- e t  al. (18-21) studied the effects of ion bombardment 
upon the surfaces of various metallic and non-metallic materials.  
Their work has been primarily concerned with the use  of lower 
energy particles to determine sputtering yields and threshold 
energies for various ion-material  combinations. 
attempted to  identify mechanisms of sputtering which a r e  capable 
of explaining experimental resul ts .  
They have 
The momentum-transfer theory is today widely accepted a s  the 
means of target  a tom ejection during ion bombardment. This 
theory assumes  that an impinging particle t ransfers  sufficient 
momentum to surface-bound atoms for the impacted atoms to 
escape f r o m  the surface. Neither the mechanism of t ransfer  
nor the energy which the bound atom must  acquire is known, but 
the energy required i s  thought to  be either the energy of 
sublimation (N4 ev, depending on the mater ia l  and on the 
location of the atom in the c rys ta l  s t ruc ture)  or the displacement 
energy in radiation damage theory ( N 2 5  ev fo r  most  substances). 
The effects a r e  complicated by such factors  a s :  
sputtering which takes place in  the direction of close-packed 
chains in single crystals ,  (2) sputtering yields which a r e  a 
function of the angle of incidence of the ions,  and (3) ion-target 
chemical interactions.  
(1) preferential 
Although the influence of proton energy on blister formation must  
be explained on the basis of particle penetration in the aluminum 
latt ice,  data on proton penetration in the low energy ranges a r e  
meager .  Also, the available penetration data in the l i terature  
-12 -  
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i s  not consistent among the various authors. 
sources  of these data a re  range-energy curves by Young (22) 
f o r  1-25 Kev protons in aluminum, energy loss  versus  proton 
energy f o r  50-400 Kev protons in aluminum by Warshaw (23) ,  
and range-energy curves fo r  0-350 Kev protons in aluminum 
and gold by Wilcox (24). These reported resul ts  indicate an 
expected penetration in aluminum of approximately 0.1 to 
1 .5  microns for  protons in the 10 to  200  Kev range. The 
energy losses  suffered by 4 to  30 Kev protons in passing through 
aluminum oxide a r e  reported by Wijngaarden and Duckworth (25). 
The principal 
Recent calculations of the ranges of penetration of energetic ions 
into crystall ine solids based upon a theoretical  model show these 
ranges to  be strongly dependent upon crys ta l  orientation (26). 
The model used in these calculations assumes  that the moving 
atoms lose all their energy through binary eleastic collisions 
with the atoms of the solid. 
was an exponentially screened Coulomb (Bohr) potential. 
authors found that neither the hard sphere approximation nor 
the inverse r -squared approximation to the Bohr potential is 
particularly good. 
penetration i s  explained a s  a consequence of the tendency of 
the lattice to focus moving particles into channels bordered by 
relatively closely packed atomic rows. 
predict penetration ranges greater  than normal  in the directions 
of low indices. 
centered cubic lattice is LO1 lD[ 0011 >[111] . Recent 
experimental  evidence by Piercy,  -- et al. (27) utilizing 40 Kev 
85Kr ions impinging upon aluminum has substantiated these 
calculations. 
The interaction potential assumed 
The 
The orientation dependence of the depth of 
These calculations 
The order of ion penetration ranges in the face 
t 
The solubility of hydrogen in solid aluminum has been determined 
by various authors, but the resul ts  of Ransley and Neufeld (28) 
a r e  the most  widely accepted values, The solubility for hydrogen 
in annealed aluminum increases with temperature  with the 
maximum of 0.036 c m  /1OOg (0.032 ppm. ) occurring a t  the 
melting point (66OOC). This value represents  the solubility 
of aluminum under laboratory conditions, but under industrial 
conditions aluminum i s  believed to  be capable of dissolving 
greater  quantities of hydrogen due to the presence of water  vapor 
(29-30). Also, determinations of hydrogen in deformed and cas t  
metals have produced solubilities up to  160 c m  /1OOg for  deformed 
mater ia l  and 7 0  to  hundreds of c m  /1OOg for  cas t  mater ia ls ,  
r e  s pectively (3 1 ) . 
3 
3 
3 
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The solubility of hydrogen in gold is not well known. 
authors reported hydrogen to  be insoluble in gold (32-33), but 
more  recently authors (34) repor t  a limited solubility of 
0 .045 cm3/100g a t  7OO0C and 0 .09  cm3/100g at  90OoC. 
Ear ly  
-14- 
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111. DESCRIPTION O F  EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL, 
APPARATUS, AND PROCEDURE 
The high purity aluminum ingots were  obtained f rom Reynolds 
Aluminum Company. Spectroscopic analysis of the mater ia l  
performed by Reynolds Research Laboratories indicated the 
major  impurit ies t o  be iron 0. 00170 and magnesium 0. 00170. 
A l l  other possible impurities were  below the limit of reliable 
analysis. 
Mineral  and Chemical Corporation. The purity was 99.99970 
with no analysis given of the impurit ies.  
The experimental procedures used in this study may be divided 
into three categories: (1) specimen preparation, (2) specimen 
irradiation, and ( 3 )  specimen examination. 
The high purity gold was obtained f r o m  United 
A .  Specimen Preparation 
The high purity aluminum was fabricated into specimens for  
irradiation by one of two procedures:  
f r o m  the melt, or (2) swaging and annealing. To produce 
single crystals ,  elongated pieces were  cut f r o m  the ingots, 
swaged into long cylinders,  and remelted in a cylindrical 
graphite crucible under an argon atmosphere. 
crucible was mounted in a vertical  Vycor tube and 
solidification of the aluminum was controlled by t ravers ing 
the hot zone of a tube furnace surrounding the sample 
(Modified Bridgeman technique). Conditions for uni-  
directional solidification were  obtained under appropriate 
t r ave r se  conditions (growth r a t e s  were  at  4 to  8 c m  per 
hour).  This technique was used to prepare single crystal  
rods of 3 / 8  inchdiameter  by about 9 inches long, 
for  irradiation, which were  3 / 8  inch diameter by 1 / 2  inch 
long, were  cut f rom rods prepared in this manner. 
sample s ize  was initially dictated by the dimensions of 
the sample holder in  the hot stage microscope and for 
convenience in  polishing the surface to be irradiated.  
(1) c rys ta l  growth 
The 
Samples 
This 
Large -grain polycrystalline aluminum specimens were  
obtained by recrystallization and extended anneal at 
65OoC of ingot material  which had been swaged into 3 / 8  
inch diameter rods. 
the amount of grain growth allowed to occur when the 
The grain s ize  was controlled by 
-15-  
specimens were  held at the recrystall ization temperature.  
Large grain samples prepared in this manner were  used 
to study the effects of crystallographic orientation of the 
surface on the tendency for pits and blister formation under 
proton bombardment. 
developed when a study of orientations in the swaged and 
recrystall ized material  revealed a preferred orientation 
with an exclusion of orientations near  the (1 10) pole. 
Several sample rods were  swaged to a diameter slightly 
la rger  than 3 / 8  inch and then pulled in tension until the 
diameter was reduced to  3 / 8  inch. 
recrystallization of aluminum elongated in  tension in this 
manner produced (1 10)  orientations. 
A variation of this technique was 
It was found that 
Specimens of the aluminum, 6061 -T6, were  prepared by 
blanking out discs of appropriate s ize  f r o m  rolled sheet. 
Specimens of high purity gold in  the f o r m  of polycrystals 
were  produced by a long t ime grain growth anneal. 
The surface preparation of the high purity aluminum consisted 
of a mechanical polish on wet abrasive laps using 0.3 micron 
alumina and an  electropolish in  a 2 : l  
acid solution (35). 
in an ice water bath, the cur ren t  density was 1 amp/cm , 
the cathode was stainless s teel ,  and a wax covered aluminum 
alloy clip served a s  a specimen holder. 
intermittently agitated during the duration of the 2 to 4 
minute polishing period. 
distilled water followed by a methyl alcohol r inse  and dryed 
in  an  a i r  s t ream. 
methyl alcohol-nitric 
The electropolishing solution was cooled 
2 
The anode was 
The specimens were  rinsed in 
The surface preparation of the 6061-T6 aluminum alloy 
was  limited to  a mechanical polish on wet abrasive laps 
using 0.3 micron alumina. 
The surface preparation of the gold specimens was a 
mechanical polish on wet abrasive laps using a 0 . 3  micron 
alumina followed by an  electropolish in  a solution consisting 
of 75g KCN, 16g KNaC H 06, log K Ke(CN)6, 16g H P 0 3  
(Solid), 4g CuCN, 3.5m4 dH40H,  an% 1000 ml  of water (35). 
A stainless steel cathode was used with the solution at 
6OoC and a current density of 1 a m p / c m  . The specimen 2 
-16- 
holder was of stainless steel wire.  The anode was 
agitated rapidly in the electrolyte during operation. 
Observations of what appeared to be oxide removal and 
apparent lack of blistering on some samples irradiated 
with 30-50  Kev protons prompted a study of the oxide 
thickness on 99.997% aluminum. (The technique utilized 
for this study is presented in Appendix A). 
ba r r i e r  layer on electropolished aluminum surfaces was 
found to be approximately 9 1 while the porous layer was 
approximately 50 8 .  These values a r e  within the ranges 
of oxide thicknesses on high purity aluminum reported in 
the l i terature.  
The oxide 
B. Specimen Irradiation 
A Van de Graaff accelerator  was used to i r radiate  samples 
with protons. The accelerator  was equipped with a n  
analyzing magnet sys t em for  m a s s  analysis of the ion beam. 
The tar et  chamber operates i n  a range f r o m  5 x 1 0  
3 x 10-  The target  holders used in  this work 
were  provided with the capability of cooling or  heating the 
specimen by passing fluids a t  the desired temperatures  
through the holders. 
by the Avco Corporation in  facil i t ies at the 'Avco Instrument 
Division, Tulsa,  Oklahoma. 
." 9 to  
F O  mm of Hg. 
These irradiations were  preformed 
C. Specimen Examination 
The examination of i r radiated specimens was performed 
pr imari ly  with the optical microscope, with an  electron 
microscope being utilized in  some of the la te r  studies. 
Specimens were examined on the optical microscope 
under normal bright field, low angle oblique, high angle 
oblique, and dark field illumination. Under low angle 
oblique illumination, the illuminating source is adjusted 
a few degrees  f rom the normal  to  the specimen surface.  
Under high angle oblique illumination the light path f r o m  
the source to the specimen is external to the lens sys tem 
and at an angle of 30-45 degrees  f r o m  the normal  to the 
specimen surface. 
A hot-stage microscope assembly was used in the ear ly  
stages of this research .  The unit consists of a Unitron 
- 1 7 -  
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Model BU - 11 metallograph with a HHS heating stage 
and associated vacuum pumping and power control console. 
This  unit was utilized with aluminum specimens heated 
under a vacuum of 2 x 
of 50OoC. 
variac.  
platinum- 137’0 rhodium thermocouple built into the vacuum 
heating stage and connected to  a direct  reading pyrometer,  
of Hg up  to temperatures  
Temperature was manually controlled by a 
Temperature was measured with a platinum- 
Electron microscope examination of the specimens was 
conducted on a RCA EMU--2. 
replication technique was utilized. Gold shadowing was 
used with the angle of shadowing dictated by s t ructure  
in  the replica. 
fine detail  while a l a rge r  angle of 10-20° was used to 
delineate the gross  features. 
A single stage formvar  
A low angle of 5 - l o o  was used to delineate 
-18- 
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IV . RESULTS 
The experimental  approach used in  this investigation centered 
on determining the effects of irradiation parameters  and properties 
of the metal  upon the production of observable surface blistering 
o r  other defects. 
controlled were  energy, integrated flux, specimen temperature ,  
and identity of the impinging particles. Although these external 
parameters  were  considered determining factors ,  the effects 
of proton bombardment were  found to be sensitive also to  certain 
basic microstructural  character is t ics  of the metal  itself and to 
the techniques utilized in the preparation of the specimens.  
Attempts were  made t o  control the metal  specimen parameters  
o r  internal parameters ,  but some of these factors which exerted 
a significant effect  upon the resul ts  obtained were  difficult to 
delineate and detect. Perfection of the techniques utilized in 
specimen preparation and in the subsequent examination of the 
i r radiated specimen surfaces introduced some degree of uniformity 
in  the resu l t s ,  but control of all  microstructural  variables was 
not possible. 
The irradiation parameters  which could be 
Proton irradiation energies of 7 t o  450 Kev were used in this 
study with the majority of the specimens i r radiated in the range 
of 10-200 Kev. The limits on energy were  determined by the 
capabilities of the Van de Graaff accelerator .  The flux ra tes  
varied f r o m  1.5 x 10 12 p/crfl6Z/sec to  11.8 x 101;?p/cm2Lsec with 
Specimen temperature  during irradiation was closely controlled. 
Specimens were irradiated at  severa l  temperatures  within the 
range -196OC to 200°C. Most samples  were  i r radiated at  150 C. 
total integrated fluxes of 10 p / cm 2 to 3 . 5  x 10 p / cm . 
0 
Blistering and pitting were observed to occur upon high purity 
aluminum surfaces within limits of the above parameters  with 
the distribution and degree of pitting and blistering influenced 
by the processing history and crystallographic orientation of the 
specimen material .  A s  an example of the effects observed, the 
following se r i e s  of photographs, Figures  5 -8,  shows the surface 
of a high purity aluminum specimen i r radiated with 100 Kev 
protons to an integrated f l u x  of 1017 p/cm2.  
blistering i l lustrated in these figures a r e  of the normal  s ize  and 
distribution found in th i s  mater ia l .  
in the as- i r radiated condition a t  low magnification with high 
angle oblique illumination revealed diffuse scattering of light 
from the irradiated portions of the surface (Figure 5) .  This 
The pitting and 
Examination of the specimens 
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Figure  5. M a g n i f i c s t i o n  !pX. High Angle 0l; l . iqu~ L l l u m i n s t i o n .  
High P u r i t y  .ciluminm A s - I r r a d i a t e d  C o n d i t i o n .  
Kcv Protons. T r r a d i a t e d  P o l y c r y s t a l l i n e  Specimen 
w; th Cblique I l l u m i n a t i o n .  
1?0 
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Firpre 6. Magnification 15OOX. Enlarged 1.8X. Numerical Aperature 
1.4. Bright Field Illumination. High Purity Aluminum- 
As-Irradiated Condition. 100 Kev Protons. 
Pitting of Oxide on Polycrystalline Specimen. 
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Figure  7 .  M a g n i f i c a t i o n  1 5 O O X .  Enlarged 1.8X. Numerical Apera ture  
1.4.  B r i g h t  F i e l d  I l l m i n a t i o n .  High P u r i t y  Aluminun- 
A s - I r r a d i a t e d .  100 Kev P r o t o n s .  I r r a d i a t e d  PolycrystallinE 
Specimen w i t h  Oxide Chemical ly  Removed. 
-22 - 
Figure  8 .  M a g n i f i c a t i o n  1500X. Enlarged 1.8X. Yumerical Aperatl ire 
1.4 .  Bright Fie ld  Illumination. High Turity A l u m i n m -  
Annealed. 100 Kev Protons. Irradiated and Armealed 
Polgcrpstall.ine Specimen with Oxide Chemically R ~ T O - ~ ~ S ~ .  
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diffuse scattering was associated with a pitting of the specimen 
surface.  
irradiated condition is shown with normal  illumination at high 
magnification in Figure 6 .  The pitting of the surface is  visible 
and the variation in concentration of pits among three separate  
grains i s  evident. 
of the oxide in  a solution of 35 c c  of 85% phospheric acid and 
2Og of chromic acid per l i ter  of solutior_ at 8OoC (35). 
solution will dissolve the aluminum oxide but will not 
appreciably attack the aluminum substrate.  
of the pitted oxide removed all evidences of the pitting on the 
aluminum substrate.  
minute anneal at 30OoC. The surface was then blistered. A 
variation in blister concentration is evident among the three  
grains .  
stage produced no change in the surface appearance, i. e . ,  the 
b l i s te rs  remained, suggesting that the b l i s te rs  were  not a 
resu l t  of void formation at the oxide metal  interface, but are 
caused by swelling within the matrix.  
one sample show some of the surface effects caused by proton 
irradiation and i l lustrate some of the techniques used for  
observation and analysis of the phenomena. 
The appearance of the aluminum surface in  the a s -  
Figure 7 shows the same a r e a  after stripping 
This 
Chemical stripping 
Figure 8 shows the same  a r e a  after a ten 
Stripping of the oxide f r o m  the blistered surface a t  this 
The observations on this 
Pitting of the oxide caused by the bombarding protons was 
observed at all energies. 
was observed to be affected by particle energy, total  flux, crystal  
orientation, and crystal  sub-structure .  A general  roughening of 
the metal  surface visible under the electron microscope in the 
a reas  bombarded by the protons was also observed at a l l  
energies (Figure 9) .  
aluminum surface by the proton bombardment was the development 
of random pits, but within the energy range of 30 to 50 Kev a more  
complete removal of the oxide f r o m  the i r radiated a r e a  was 
often noted (Figure 10) .  
large flakes. 
flux with the amount of pitting and oxide removal by flaking 
increasing with total  f l u x .  
i l lustrated in  an ear l ier  stage of development in Figure 11. 
The degree and distribution of pitting 
The most  obvious pitting damage to the 
The oxide appeared to be removed in 
The degree of pitting was dependent upon the total  
This oxide removal  process is 
The pit concentration, although relatively constant over la rge  
a r e a s  within each grain, excluding apparent substructure  effects, 
was  found to vary among grains .  A study of pit concentration 
versus  c rys ta l  orientation was conducted utilizing eight poly- 
crystall ine specimens. Eight samples  each of which contained a 
-24- 
Figure  9 .  M a g n i f i c a t i o n  11,OOOX. E l e c t r o n  Microgranh. 
High P u r i t y  Aluninwn - Annealed. 10C Kev P r o t c r s  . 
Edge of  I r r a d i a t e d  Arsa o f  P i t t e d  and B l i s t e r e d  
SDecimen. I r r a d i a t e d  Area i s  a t  Upper R i g h t .  
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Figure 10. Magnification 24C)Y. Bright Field Illumination. 
High Purity Aluminum - As-Irradiated. 52 Kev P r o t o m .  
Oxide Removal from Irradiated Area. 
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Figure 11. Magnification 2LJX. Bright Field Illumination. 
HLzh Purity Aluminum - As-Irradiated. 50 Kev Protons. 
Putial Oxide Removal from Irradiated Area. 
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number of grains of about 1 mm. diameter were  used for  this 
study. 
by the Laue back-reflection X-ray technique. The irradiation 
energies of the specimens were 10 ,  50, 70,  and 1 0 0  Kev. 
There  was no detectable variation of pitting tendency among 
the specimens which could be attributed to  differences in 
incident proton energy. The optical microscope, using oblique 
illumination at  low magnification (75X) and nor mal illumination 
at high magnification (1500X), was utilized to determine relative 
pit concentrations. 
resul ts  a r e  presented in  Figures  12, 13, and 16 on a stereographic 
triangle representation. 
close to the (100) and (111) poles show a low pit concentration. 
The c rys ta l  orientations somewhat more removed f r o m  these 
poles show a moderate pit concentration, while the orientations 
near (110) and the remainder of the stereographic projection 
triangle show a heavy pit concentration. 
The orientation of each individual grain was determined 
Pit concentrations versus  c rys ta l  orientation 
The crys ta l s  whose orientations were  
The electropolished surface of high purity aluminum irradiated 
with 50 to 450 Kev protons was observed under the optical 
microscope to blister i f  the t tal f l u x  was above a lower limit of 
approximately 5 x 10l6 p / c m  . 
occurred spontaneously fo r  irradiations at energies of 50 to 7 0  
Kev but occurred only upon annealing at temperatures  of 25OoC 
o r  above on specimens i r radiated with 100 to 450 Kev protons. 
The distribution and degree of blistering was observed to be 
affected by cold working, c rys ta l  orientation, and crys ta l  
subs t ruc  tur e .  
2 This large scale blistering 
A study was made of the variation of blister concentration with 
c rys t a l  orientation in a manner s imilar  to that for  pit concentration 
versus  c rys ta l  orientation. The samples f r o m  the previous pit 
concentration study were utilized with the exception of the 10 Kev 
specimen which showed no blistering under the optical microscope. 
The samples  were f i r s t  t reated with the oxide stripping solution 
which removed the pitting. 
3OO0C to produce full development of bl is ters .  The optical 
microscope with high angle oblique illumination and normal  
illumination was again utilized to determine relative blister 
concentrations. 
Figures  14, 15, and 17. A light bl is ter  concentration is associated 
with crystals  whose orientation lies near  the (111) pole, and a 
moderate blister concentration is  associated with c rys ta l s  near the 
The samples were  then annealed at 
The resul ts  of this study a r e  presented in  
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(A)  Representa t ion  of I r r a d i a t e d  G r a i n s  
I I I 1 I - r l  10 
11 
100 
(B)  Classif icat ion of Degree  of P i t t ing  
11 1 
110 
( C )  Gra in  Or ien ta t ions  P lo t ted  on S te reograph ic  Tr i ang le  
F i g u r e  12 - - Ident i f icat ion,  Classif icat ion and  Or ien ta t ion  of G r a i n s  
Class i f ica t ion  is based  upon within I r r ad ia t ed  Region.  
d e g r e e  of pitting. 
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111 
if5 (A)  Light t o  Medium Light Pitt 
(B)  Medium Pitt ing 11 1 
100 
( C )  Medium-Heavy t o  Heavy Pitt ing 
110 
110 
110 
Figure  13- - Orientation of Grains Based Upon Classification 
According to Degree of Pit t ing.  
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a. Representation of I r rad ia ted  Grains 
Me urn t o  %am 
4 10 
7 11 
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9 
c .  Grain Orientations Plot ted on Stereographic Triangle 
Figure 14.. Ident i f ica t ion ,  Classification and Orientation of  Grain3 
wi.thin I r rad ia ted  Area. 
degree of b l i s te r ing .  
Classif icat ion i s  based upon 
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111 
/" \ 
110 
b. Medium Blistering 
/ 'i 
0 'i '0 
c. Heavy Blistering 
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(100) pole and those crystals somewhat more  removed f r o m  
the (1 11) pole* 
stereographic triangle possessed a heavy blister density. 
The orientati.ons in the remainder of the 
The distribution of blisters within single grains of some 
samples were  found to be non-uniform with a heavy concentration 
of bl is ters  along hexagonal or  lamaller  shaped subgrain 
boundaries e This phenomenon occurred in single crystals  
grown f r o w  the melt .  
concentration associated with a 100 micron hexagonal sub- 
s t ructure  in a crystal  grown f r o m  the melt  by the Bridgeman 
technique. The existence of this substructure,  probably 
associated with a segregation of impurit ies to selective regions 
of the mater ia l  during uniaxial solidification, could also be 
delineated in the material  by an excessive electropolish. This 
t reatment  caused pitting of the aluminum surface in the impurity 
segragation regions.  A s  an example of this technique, Figure 
19 shows a lamaller  impurity s t ructure  in a tr icrystall ine 
specimen grown f r o m  the melt. No  evidence could be found of 
an excessive pitting of the aluminum oxide in the region of this 
impurity s t ructure .  
Figure 18 shows a heavy blister 
A 75-80 micron hexagonal s t ruc ture  associated with a heavy 
bl is ter  concentration and a heavy pitting concentration was 
found in recrystall ized aluminum which had been irradiated and 
subsequently annealed. 
this substructure in  recrystall ized aluminum could be given 
f r o m  the experimental observations. 
p i t  concentrat ion associated with the s t ructure  in  the recrystal l ized 
mater ia l ;  the heavy blister concentration on a sample f r o m  which 
the oxide was stripped appeared identical when viewed under high 
angle oblique illumination. The boundaries of heavy pit distribu- 
tion coincided with the boundaries of heavy blister distribution, 
The density of pitting, in  Figure 20 ,  var ies  with grain orientation, 
but the substructure appears to c ros s  grain boundaries. 
observation suggests that the substructure is  associated with the 
oxide and not with the bulk mater ia l .  
No explanation a s  to the factors  causing 
Figure 2 0  shows a heavy 
This  
In an effort to determine if  the effects observed above could be 
attributed to a dislocation substructure in  the recrystal l ized 
aluminum specimens,  a s e r i e s  of chemical dislocation etching 
t reatments  were  conducted. A study of the l i terature  produced 
various solution treatments for aluminum represented a s  being 
capable of delineating dislocation substructures  by selective 
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Figure  19. Flsgnif ication 83X. B r i g h t  F i e l d  Illumination. 
3; gk: Pur i ty  i 2 l u n i n i m  - U n i r r a d i a t e d .  
D51ineat ion of I m n u r i t g  S e g r e g a t i o n  S t r u c t u r e  by 
I Excess ive  E l e c t r o p o l i s h i n g .  
Figure  20.  Magn i f i ca t ion  120X. High Angle C”oli.que I l l u m i n a t i o n .  
High P u r i t y  Aluminum - As- I r r ad ia t ed  . l @ C  Kev Pr0tG: iS .  
P i t t i n g  a l o n g  Substructure i n  R e c r y s t a l l i z e d  Aluminum. 
k e a  a.t Top i s  Uni-rradiated.  
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dislocation etch pit formation (37 -391, Etching t reatments  
were  successful in  delineating most  of the dislocation sub- 
s t ructures  reported in  the l i t e ra ture  a s  having been observed 
in  aluminum plus variations which could not be found in the 
l l terature ,  but no s t ructures  s imilar  to  the 75-  80 mioron  
hexagonal pattern shown in F igure  20  were  found. 
to delineate the 100 micron impurity substructure o r  the 
impurity lamaller s t ructure ,  obtained in aiumin-um crystals  
grown f r o m  the melt ,  with dislocation etch pit  solutions was 
s imilar ly  Unsuccessful. 
An attempt 
Observation of electropolished aluminum also revealed an 
apparent s t ructure  in  the oxide (Figure 21). SjmiZar s t ructures  
observed by other investigators have been attributed to the 
electropolishing process (40-41). Examination of blistered and 
pitted irradiated samples on an optical microscope revealed no 
correlation between the geometry o r  location of the bl is ters  and 
pits and this oxide structure.  These resul ts  a r e  not considered 
conclusive because of the low resolution capability of the optical 
mi c r os c ope. 
Examination of irradiated polycrystalline aluminum with the 
optical microscope has shown instances of blistering and pitting 
being selectively excluded f r o m  along portions of the grain 
boundary of some grains (Figures 6 and 8). 
b l is ter  and pit f r ee  regions varied along different bo-mdarles with 
an average width of 2 to 5 microns.  
the electron microscope has revealed the existence of very smal l  
scale  blistering and pitting along the boundary (Figures 22 - 2 3 ) #  
with a corresponding p i t  o r  blister free region adjacent to the 
boundary. This behavior is somewhat analogous to formation 
of a depletion zone adjacent to  a grain boundary sink. 
behavior did not occur in a l l  grain boundaries in the irradiated 
zone. No attempt was made to determine a correlation of this 
grain boundary effect with c rys ta l  orientation due to the incon- 
sistency of its occurrence.  
The width of these 
A more  detailed study with 
ThPs 
Study of proton irradiated aluminum alloy was quite limZted. 
Alloys were  used i n  some of the preliminary experiments,  but 
their  use was discontinued when it became apparent that 
microstructural  factors were  of significant importance in the 
manner and occurrence of b l i s te rs  and that characterization of 
the blister phenomenon with mater ia l  of as high a purity a s  
-39- 
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Figure  21.  Mcqni f ica t ion  733X. B r i g h t  F i e l d  I l l u m i n a t i o n .  
%gh Purity Aluminum - U n i r r a d i a t e d .  
,$:ruetiire i n  t h e  Oxide due LO E l e c t r o o o i i s h i n g .  
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Figure  22.  Magni f ica t ion  11,OOOX. E l e c t r o n  Micrograph. 
H;’.gh Pur i ty  Aluminum - Annealed w i t h  Oxide Chemically 
S t r i p p e d .  50 Kev P r o t o n s .  
E i  Jnga ted  Bl is ters .  Some o f  which have C o l l a p s e d .  
Hibavy B l i s t e r  Concent ra t ion  a l o n g  Grain Boundary. 
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Figure  23. Mzgni f i ca t ion  l1,QOOX. E l e c t r o n  Micrograph. 
High P u r i t y  Aluminurn - Annealed. 
L i q i t e d  Degree of F i t t i n g  and B l i s t e r i n g  a long  
Grain Boundaries.  
100 Kev F r o t o c s .  
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obtainable was a necessary start ing point in the investigation. 
However, comparison of the blistering and pitting of alloys 
with behavior in  high purity mater ia l  i s  quite instructive. 
Blistering of the alloy mater ia l  occurred in a manner s imilar  
to that observed in the high purity aiuminum with regard to  
irradiation parameters and behavior apon annealing. In 
Figure 4 is shown an irradiated and annealed 6061 alloy 
specimen. 
unanalyzed beam. 
blistering was the blister s ize  which was considerably la rger  
thaQ that observed in pure aluminum. Also, elongation of the 
blis ters  in the direction of rolling striations i l lustrates ai- 
effect of cold working upon blister geometry. 
This specimen was irradiated with a Z O O  Kev 
i- The most  impressive aspect of the observed 
The effects of cold working the surface on the dlstrlbution and 
s ize  a r e  quite graphically illustrated on a sample whose surface 
was inadvertently scratched shortly af ter  irradiation with 
protons. It was observed that b l i s te rs  0x1 the szlrfaee of the 
high purity aluminum sample which contained a reglop cold 
worked by scratching were  la rger  in the cold worked reglor 
than elsewhere and were oriented with the directior Q? :Re 
deformation (Figures 24A and 24B). Figure 24A was takerL 
af ter  a twenty minute anneal at 250 C and Figure 24B af te r  a 
further ten minute anneal a t  35OoC.  These figures represent  
substantially the same a r e a  on the sample.  
ir i terest  is the alignment of the bl is ters  alocg the gobge marks 
and the grea te r  blister density following the h-gher tempesatLzre 
anneal. 
bl is ter  density with increased annealing time and tempera t -xes  
was recorded photographic ally. 
0 
Of partiLular 
This was the only sample f o r  which an :.nLrease Ir, 
Several  i r radiated aluminum specimens were  annealed In a 
vacuum hot stage furnace. 
a r e a ,  while the specimens were  held at temperature ,  was 
intended to provide information concerning the ki.net'!cs of .the 
blistering process .  However, this technique provided only 
limited information concerning the formatlon and growth of 
individual b l i s te rs .  The small  s ize  of the bl is ters  obtakied 
Optical observation of the imprad;ated 
*Initial studies prior to this r e sea rch  were  cocducted with an 
unanalyzed irradiation particle beam. 
H', HZt, and H ' ions in approximate proportions of 48:32:20. This beam was composed of 
3 
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2.44. After 20 min. a n n e a l  a t  250 C .  
I '  
I 
20. Area shown i n  24.A a f t e r  f u r t h e r  Annealing for 10 min a t  350OC. 
Figure  24. M a g n i f i c a t i o n  150X. B r i g h t  F i e l d  I l l u m i n a t i o n .  
102 Kev Pro tons  High P u r i t y  Aluminum-Annealed. 
Large Blisters S i t u a t e d  a l o n g  S c r a t c h e s .  
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on high purity material  made it impossible to resolve them 
using the 40X long working distance objective provided for use 
with the vacuum hot stage. 
25OoC al l  that could be observed was a darkening of the 
i r radiated surface.  
t ime progressed the darkening increased until it reached 
a maximum. 
350°C reduced the degree of this darkening until some constant 
optical condition was reached. Examination of the i r radiated 
surfaces  upon removal of the specimens from the vacuum hot 
stage furnace showed this  darkening was caused by blistering 
of the surface.  
Upon heating the specimen to  
A s  the temperature  was increased or as 
Further heating to a maximum temperature  of 
A se r i e s  of aluminum samples  were  bombarded with 100 Kev 
protons at temperatures  of -196 C, -lOO°C, 100°C, and 200OC. 
No significant pitting was observed on any of these samples.  
Samples i r radiated at 2OO0C showed slight blistering in the 
grain boundaries, but no other apparent effects of the proton 
bombardment in the as -irradiated condition. 
i r radiated a t  100 C showed in the as - i r rad ia ted  conditions some 
blistering along grain boundaries and, in addition, a light 
concentration of bl is ters  within grains .  
-1OOOC and -196 C did not appear to be blistered at  all in the 
a s  -irradiated condition. 
0 
Samples 
0 
Samples i r radiated a t  
0 
0 
Upon annealing f o r  ten minutes at  300 C ,  a l l  of the samples  
blistered except those i r radiated a t  200°C (annealing had no 
effect on these samples). One of the samples irradiated a t  
- 1 OO°C exhibited abnormally large-sized b l i s te rs  after annealing. 
The distribution of large b l i s te rs  was not uniform, and it i s  
possible that this sample was deformed in handling. 
Additional samples  were i r radiated with 100 Kev protons a t  
below ambient temperatures .  
and one a t  -1OOOC were annealed -- in si tu at 3OO0C in the 
evacuated space environment s imilator .  
in normal  fashion. 
these samp&-@ with a Kn00p indentor prior to irradiation. 
was no abnormal blistering associated with the s i tes  of the 
indentations, 
contained one set  of indentations made prior to irradiation ahd one 
se t  made after irradiation but pr ior  t o  annealing, 
made p r i o r  to irradiation had no effect on the distribution of 
One sample i r radiated a t  - 196OC 
These samples  blistered 
Indentations were  placed in the surface of 
There 
" '$ 
Two samples were  i r radiated a t  - 1 OOOC, that 
The indentations 
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bl i s te rs ,  but abnormally large b l i s te rs  developed on 
indentations made after i r radiat ion and on surface scra tches  
produced af te r  i r radiat ion,  Figure 25 .  These abnormally 
la rge  bl is ters  were  in addition to a fine d ispersa l  of normal-  
sized bl is ters .  
within the i r radiated a r e a  that developed quite large bl is ters  
(average diameter  3 0 microns) .  
t o  the i r rad ia ted  a reas  and to this one grain a s  can be seen 
in F igure  26 .  
One of these samples  contained a single grain 
This blistering was confined 
Gold samples  were i r radiated with 50  and 100 Kev protons to 
integrated fluxes of 1017 protons/cm2.  Although a smal l  
change of the surface reflectance charac te r i s t ics  in the 
i r rad ia ted  a r e a  w a s  usually observed, examination with the 
optical microscope failed to reveal  the cause of this variation. 
Annealing of the gold specimens at  3OO0C for  ten minutes 
produced blistering upon the 100 Kev i r rad ia ted  specimen 
(Figures  27 and 2 8 ) .  This  observation is not conclusive, however, 
since some grains  possessed a very  poor initial surface finish. 
Although bl is ters  were observed upon all grains ,  the poor 
quality of surface finish of some gra ins  did not permit an 
accura te  determination of the relative bl is ter  concentration 
among all grains  in the i r radiated a rea .  
the surface finish among gra ins  is attr ibuted to a grain 
orientation dependence of the electropolishing response for  the 
process utilized for surface preparation of the high purity gold 
specimens.  
This variation of 
A se r i e s  of experiments designed to cor re la te  the loss of 
hydrogen f r o m  proton bombarded samples  with the appearance 
of b l i s te rs  were  conducted. Samples i r radiated to a total flux 
of 1017 protons per square centimeter with 100 Kev protons 
were  subjected to various heating schedules in a vacuum of 
1 x Evolution of hydrogen gas  was followed by a 
m a s s  spec t rometer  as a function of t ime.  
parameters  chosen were typical of those conditions that 
consistently produced blistering upon annealing. It was 
necessa ry  to continue to  p u m p  the chamber during these 
experiments;  consequently, the hydrogen outgassing appears  
a s  a pulse that dies  out as the ion pumps catch up with the 
hydrogen evolution. 
t o r r .  
The i r radiat ion 
A typical outgassing curve for a sample annealed at 185OC is  
shown in F igure  29 .  The initial surge  occurr ing within the 
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Figure  25  - Bl i s t e r s  F o r m e d  During Annealing - Around Knoop Hardness  hdgnta icn ,  
I r rad ia ted  a t  -lOO"C, Proton Energy  i o 0  Kev 
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Figure  2 7  - Magnification 120X. High Angle Oblique Illumination. 
High Pur i ty  Gold-Annealed. 100  Kev Pro tons .  Diffuse 
Scattering of Light Associated with B l i s t e r s  in  
I r rad ia ted  Area .  A r e a  a t  top i s  Unirradiated.  
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Figure  2 8  .. Magnification 1500X. Enlarged 1 . 6 X .  Numer ica l  Apera ture  1 .4 .  
Bright  F ie ld  Illumination. High Pur i ty  Gold-Annealed. 100 Kev 
Pro tons .  Bl i s te rs  on Gold. 
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f i r s t  four minutes is associated with H 
f r o m  the sample heated. 
experiments and observations is given in Table I. 
was not seen on any sample until it had experienced a minimum 
anneal of 235 C ,  although H2 evolution was observed a t  a l l  
temperatures .  
short  t ime dependence. 
produced by suddenly changing the temperature  a s  shown in 
F igure  30. On the other hand, by holding the sample a t  
temperature  in the ultra-high vacuum environment for  a 
sufficiently long time, the sample could be apparently completely 
degassed. 
and H 0 evolution 2 2 
A summary of the outgassing 
Blistering 
0 
It was noted that hydrogen loss  had a long and 
A surge of hydrogen gas could be 
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Sample 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
Heating Temp. 
255OC 
185OC 
255OC 
3 05OC 
TABLE I 
Blister 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
12OoC to 235OC Yes 
100°C to 305OC Yes 
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Remarks  
Prehea t  sample to ~ 9 0 ~ ~  
lost  much H2 
No blistering 
Reheat of Sample 2 after 
185OC run 
Reheat of Sample 2 after 
255OC run 
Step heating without 
removing f r o m  vacuum 
Sample sat  at 10-l '  t o r r ,  
28OC f o r  5 days - no H2 
evolution 
V. DISCUSSION O F  RESULTS 
Information obtained in th is  investigation makes possible a 
reasonably consistent qualitative description of the proton irradiation 
induced blistering process in  aluminum. 
no means complete, nor a r e  a l l  of the phenomena explained, It Ls 
possible to  postulate a mechanism for the process of blister 
formation which is consistent with experimental observations. 
Although the pjcture is by 
The resul ts  indicate that bl is ters  can f o r m  either within the 
aluminum matr ix  or  a t  the oxide-metal interface depending upon 
the irradiation and sample environment conditions . 
of bl is ters  with.in the aluminum matrix is considered here  to be 
the more general case and is  t reated in  detail.  Blistering at .the 
oxide-metal interface will be analyzed as  a variation of the more  
general  ca se  of blistering and is believed to be responsible for the 
pitting effects observed under cer ta in  irradiation conditions. 
The for matior- 
A .  Mechanism of Blistering 
The aluminum oxide layer covering the metal  latt ice is 
considered to be relatively impervious to hydrogen (42 -43), 
and any accumulation of hydrogen at the oxide interface 
would be expected to  be temporar i ly  trapped. 
appears that the presence of the oxide is not a necessary  
prerequisite for blistering. Rather,  the resul ts  suggest 
that blistering in aluminum is generally a consequence of 
the lifting of the surface due to void formation within the 
aluminum latt ice.  I 
But it 
Since the protons introduced into the lattice a r e  in solution 
at a concentration far in  excess of the solubility of hydrogen 
in  aluminum,' the protons would be expected to  be rejected 
f r o m  the latt ice in the f o r m  of hydrogen gas. 
degradation of the lattice due to  the proton irradiation (44-47) 
would be expected to  produce regions of accumulated defects 
o r  voids which act a s  nuclei for  bubbles (48). These bubbles 
would increase  in  s ize  as  the protons diffuse f r o m  the 
,." 
The 
8 
Calculations, based upon the assumption that the bombarding protons 
will come to r e s t  in a region 0. 1 to 0.5 micron wide, show the h droge 
concentration to  be f r o m  1220 to  6100 ppm for a total flux of 101'p/cm . !? 
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lattice into the voids. 
the concentration of protons in the latt ice was decreased 
to  the solubility limit of hydrogen in aluminum at the 
temperature  of concern. 
estimated to be on the order  of 
This hydrogen agglomeration just under the metal  surface 
would cause localized swelling of the metal  with consequent 
bl is ter  formation at  the surface (Figures 31 and 32). 
The process would cease  only when 
The solubility has been 
ppm at'25OC (49). 
The principal contributions to the overall energy change 
associated with th is  blistering process a r e  iisted in 
equation 1: 
F = -4/37(r3VFv t 471,'s t 4/37fr3VFE (1) 
whereVF, i s  the bulk f r ee  energy per unit volume associated 
with expulsion of the hydrogen f r o m  supersaturated solution 
in  the metal  lattice; S is the surface energy per  unit a r e a  
required f o r  the formation of new surface,  and VFE is the 
latt ice s t ra in  energy per unit volume required to produce 
the expansion of the voids. These terms comprise  the c-et 
driving force for the formation of bl is ters ,  w i t h V F E  and S 
the principal forces retarding the growth of voids and'VFv 
the driving force favoring the growth of voids. 
The process of rejection of hydrogen f r o m  solid solution by 
nucleation and growth of hydrogen filled voids must  compete 
with another process for  reduction of the concentration of 
hydrogen in  the narrow region of proton trapping. 
second process may be re fer red  to as general  dispersion 
of hydrogen into the surrounding hydrogen-free lattice. 
This is a diffusion controlled process ,  
This 
These two mechanisms of hydrogen rejection, i. e . ,  void 
formation and general dispersion, compete for the available 
hydrogen. 
of hydrogen by interstitual diffusion through the lattice 
apparently predominate; while at higher temperatures  
void formation competes favorably as a means of reducing 
the concentration of hydrogen in the lattice. 
A t  low temperatures  the conditions for d i spers ior  
If the damage to the metal  latt ice produced by proton 
bombardment o r  that attributed to impurit ies o r  defects a r e  
assumed to  provide sufficient and satisfactory nucleation 
s i tes  (44-48), the kinetics of void formation in i r radiated 
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Figure 31 - A m t a t e d  nh18ttatiOn of Irradiation and Bli8tering Process. 
6 0 A  
a .  Sample befora i r rad ia t ion  
with an oxide layer of 
bpproximately 60 w thick.  
C. In i t i a l  agglomeration of 
protons t o  form hydrogen 
f i l l e d  voids. 
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b. During 100 Kev i r rad ia t ion  
the average proton pene- 
t r a t ion  is 1/2 t o  1 micron, 
d. Upon annealing the s.mll 
voids coalesce t o  form 
l a rger  voids giving r i s e  
a surface b l i s t e r ing  
e f f ec t .  
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aluminum is apparently dependent upon the ability of the 
metal  latt ice to reject  hydrogen to these nucleation sites.  
At low t e m p e r a t u r e s V F v  the driving force to re jec t  the 
protons f r o m  the metal latt ice into voids, thus producing 
pockets of hydrogen, is apparently unable to overcome 
the resis tance to void expansion associated with V F E  the 
s t ra in  energy in the metal  latt ice.  This is  assumed to be 
the case where the depth of proton Penetration i s  great.  
In specimens irradiated at  lower energies,  where the 
proton penetration is l e s s ,  the res i s ta rxe  to void expansion 
should be smal le r  than that for deeper voids because of the 
proximity of the void to a f r e e  surface.  
penetration associated with lower energy protons produces 
voids with a much thinner layer of metal  on the f r ee  surface 
side of the void, which effectively lowers the value for 
VFE and permits expansion of the void in  the direction of 
this f r e e  surface at correspondingly lower gas pressures .  
The expected variation in the thickness of the blister wall 
with proton energy appears  to be substantiated by 
observations on sample surfaces.  Figure 3 3  i l lustrates a 
surface irradiated with 50  Kev protons upon which some 
collapsed bl is ters  can be seen. Bl is ters  caused by protons 
of higher energy, with a correspondingly thick layer of 
metal  on the f r ee  surface side of the void, do not collapse, 
Figures  3 4  and 35. 
The l e s se r  
Differences in  resistance to void expansion can be demonstrated 
using models for two limiting cases .  
of a void at  a depth where the effects of the f r ee  surface a r e  
not a factor.  
relatively shallow depth where the expansion of f r ee  surface 
to f o r m  bl is ters  is  the controlling process.  
p re s su re  inside a void which is not affected by the f r ee  
surface is given by the quotation: 
One is the formation 
The other is the formation of a void at  a 
The equilibrium 
P =2Y 
H -  
2 r 
where P is the pressure  of hydrogen in the void 
H2 
is  the surface tension 
r is  the radius of the void. 
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F i g u r e  3 3  - Magnification 11, OOOX. Elec t ron  Micrograph .  High 
Pur i ty  Aluminum-Annealed with Oxide Chemical ly  
Removed 5 0  Kev P ro tons .  
which have Collapsed. 
Elongated B l i s t e r s  Some of 
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F i g u r e  3 4  - Magnification 11, OOOX. Elec t ron  Micrograph .  High 
Pur i ty  Aluminum-Annealed. 1 0 0  Kev P ro tons .  Pit t ing 
and Blis ter ing with Concentrat ion Variat ion Between 
Two Gra ins .  
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F i g u r e  35 - Magnification 9 ,500X.  E lec t ron  Micrograph.  High 
Pur i ty  Aluminum- Annealed with Oxide Chemical ly  Stripped. 
100  Kev P ro tons .  
I r r ad ia t ed  A r e a  is at Upper Right. 
1 
1 
I 
B l i s t e r s  at Edge of I r r ad ia t ed  Area .  
I 
i 
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The pressure inside a void which i s  near a f r ee  surface 
can be approximated by use of an equation for the cr i t ical  
p ressure  to cause the onset of buckling of a c i rcular  
membrane which is clamped a t  its edges. 
(50) is:  
This equation 
P ' 4 f Y  t 
HZ 2 
P 
P 3 r  
w h e r e 0  ' is the yield strength of the material  
Y 
t i s  the thickness of the membrane, corresponding 
to  the wall thickness of the bl is ter  or  distance 
of the void f r o m  the f r ee  surface 
r i s  the radius of the membrane corresponding to  
the radius of the bl is ter .  
- 
As voids a r e  formed for each of these two limiting cases  the 
pressure requirement to  cause initial growth i s  a pressure  in 
excess of that given by equation 2, but a s  growth proceeds 
the void nearer  the surface wi l l  be influenced by the f r ee  
surface.  A s  the pressure  increases  this shallow void wil l  
experience an expansion in the direction of the f r ee  surface 
with formation of a bl is ter .  This process i s  approximated 
by equation 3 where it i s  assumed the thin wall on the f r ee  
surface of the void may be considered analogous to  a c i rcular  
membrane which is clamped at  i ts  edges and subjected to a 
pressure  on one surface. Using a value of 120, O O O  g r a m s / c m  
f o r  Q 0 . 1  micron fo r  t and 0 . 5  micron fo r  r equation 3 
Y '  P' 2 yields a cr i t ical  pressure fo r  buckling of 6 .4  x l?lL dynes /cm 
bpproximately 6 atmospheres).  
e rgs  /cm2 for31  and 0 .5  micron for r ,+uqrtahicm 2 yields a- pressure  
s imilar  s ize  void deep within the material .  
2 
Assuming a value of 1000 
of 40 x 10 6 dynes/cm2 (approximately 40 atmospheres)  fo r  a 
Under the conditions assumed above there  i s  an appreciably 
lower pressure  requirement for void growth near the f r ee  
surface than f o r  voids deeper within the metal. 
obvious f r o m  examination of equations 2 and 3 that this 
difference in pressure is rapidly diminished a s  voids of 
smaller  radius are  considered. This behavior substantiates 
It i s  
-63  - 
the statement that when the voids a r e  small  they behave 
in  the manner predicted by equation 2. 
only when the depth of the void is much smaller  than the 
radius of the void. 
Equation 3 is valid 
Hydrogen agglomeration may be spontaneous, or it may 
require  an elevated temperature  anneal. "Spontaneous" 
b l i s te rs ,  i. e. , blis ters  observed on samples not subjected 
t o  post-irradiation elevated temperature  annealing t reatments ,  
were  observed on aluminum irradiated with protons of 70 Kev 
energy or  l e s s  upon initial microscopic examination 
approximately one week after irradiation. 
microscope examination of 100 Kev proton i r radiated samples 
in the as- i r radiated condition after two months storage at 
room temperature  revealed a light distribution of bl is ters .  
Although no blistering was detected on 1 0 0  Kev proton irradiated 
specimens in the as-irradiated condition, this may not be 
considered a s  conclusive evidence that they did not exist ,  for 
only the optical microscope was used in this init ial  examination, 
and the presence of blistering at  an ear ly  stage of development 
could have been undetected. A variation of spontaneous blister 
s ize  with proton energy was noted. 
bl is ters  which were detectable with the optical microscope 
while higher energies produced spontaneous bl is ters  of a 
smaller  s ize  which could be detected only with the electron 
micros  cope. 
Optical and electron 
Lower energies produced 
Aluminum specimens, irradiated with protons of 100  Kev o r  
higher energy and annealed a t  3OO0C, blistered in  approximately 
six minutes, while annealing at 200°C produced no blistering 
visible with the optical microscope even though the samples 
were  allowed to remain a t  this temperature  for durations up 
to 24 hours. 
70 Kev which were  annealed soon after irradiation a t  
temperatures  of 250°C or higher exhibited heavy concentrations 
of bl is ters ;  samples which were  allowed to remain  in the as- 
i r radiated condition for  approximately 6 0  to  90 days to produce 
fine "spontaneous ' I  blis ters  exhibited very  l i t t le additional 
blistering upon annealing at temperatures  above 200OC. Also, 
the samples which were annealed for  long durations at 200°C 
developed only very light blister concentrations upon annealing 
a t  temperatures  of 25OoC or higher. 
Samples i r radiated a t  energies greater  than 
-64- 
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The development of spontaneous bl is ters  on specimens 
irradiated at higher energies indicates some degree of 
hydrogen diffusion in aluminum at  room temperature.  Two 
experimental values of diffusivity of hydrogen in  aluminum 
a r e  available in the l i terature:  
and D = 0.21 exp (-10, 900/RT) (49) 
Extrapolation to room t em era ture  yields the values of 
5 x and 2 x c m  / sec ,  respectively, for D.  
Ells and Evans (11) concluded that only the values of D 
f r o m  the second equation would permit significant diffusion 
a t  lower temperatures .  It is possible that the extrapolated 
value of D is in e r r o r ,  with the t rue  value being l a rge r ,  for  
the reported measurements in deriving these equations were  
made in the temperature range of 450-600°C and cannot be 
expected to  yield reliable values a t  temperatures  as  low a s  
room temperature.  Also, the mater ia l  in  the proton containing 
region, where the hydrogen diffusion is expected to occur,  
may not be considered to be in  a fully annealed condition 
since some degree of s t ructural  damage has certainly been 
introduced by the bombarding ions. 
an  introduction of point or  line defects (44), o r  it may be 
complete polygonization with the formation of new grains  
within the original grains (45-47). 
existing latt ice would be expected to  increase the diffusivity 
over the reported value and, therefore,  provide for the 
possibility of hydrogen agglomeration at room temperature.  
i? 
This damage may only be 
This degradation of the 
The formation of blisters as  a resu l t  of annealing i r radiated 
samples at temperatures above 250°C is consistent with the 
model proposed for the process ,  since a t  these temperatures  
the metal  latt ice i s  weaker allowing the driving force  for  
rejection of hydrogen f rom the metal  latt ice,  V Fv, to  overcome 
the resis tance to void expansion associated with the volume 
s t r a in  energy, vFe. 
deformation of aluminum with increasing temperature  is 
i l lustrated in Figure 3 6 ,  where the rat io  of resolved shear  
s t r e s s  for s l ip  to shear modulus z/r( , is  plotted versus  
reduced temperature,  T (52). Above about 0 .6  Tm (287OC), 
%b decreases  with t e m e r a t u r e .  
limit of the temperature  range for which bl is ters  were 
produced upon annealing. 
The decrease  in  res is tance to 
This is  about the lower 
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In samples irradiated,  a t  ambient or  lower temperatures ,  
with 100 Kev protons and annealed at high temperatures ,  
the void growth process is apparently capable of competing 
for the available hydrogen with the general  dispersion process .  
El ls  and Evans (11) have suggested that the voids grow by 
plastic deformation, based upon a model proposed by 
Greenwood, Foreman, and Rimmer (48) for activation of 
Frank-Read sources.  F o r  void growth the pressure  must be 
P - -  
r r 
where p , y ,  and r a r e  a s  defined ea r l i e r ,  a n d p  is the shear  
modulus and b the Burgers vector. 
fo r  void expansion according to this model i s  about 1200 
- 9  atmospheres,  which corresponds to a solubility of only 10 
ppm a t  25OC based on the Sievert 's  law relationship of 
Eichenauer and Pebler (49). 
probably low, but it seems evident that void formation should 
take place even at low temperatures  for the high super-  
saturation produced by proton bombardment. However, growth 
of voids is determined in par t  by the degree of coalescence of 
voids nuclei and by the availability of hydrogen in  solution in the 
lattice surrounding the voids. 
which have a pronounced effect on void growth and hence 
bl is ter  s ize  a r e  impurities and defects, such a s  cold work 
associated with surface scratches.  
The pressure  required 
These solubility values a r e  
Factors  favoring growth and 
0 
Prolonged annealing at low temperature ,  i. e . ,  at 200  C and 
below, reduced the tendency for  blister formation. At these 
low temperatures  dispersal  of hydrogen by latt ice diffusion 
must  reduce the hydrogen concentration around nucleated 
voids so  that la te r ,  upon heating to higher temperatures ,  the 
number and s ize  of bl is ters  which a r e  produced a r e  greatly 
reduced. 
The experimental evidence suggests that the r a t e  of heating 
to an elevated temperature should have a pronounced effect 
on the tendency for void growth and the development of surface 
bl is ters .  
hydrogen which i s  the major factor i n  the general  d i spersa l  
process ,  and at  the same t ime it increases  the pressure  of 
hydrogen existing within voids and decreases  the strength of 
High temperature  increases  the diffusivity of 
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the latt ice,  both of which a r e  factors in the process of void 
growth and the development of bl is ters .  
should promote blistering while slower heating should re ta rd  
blistering. However, blistering is not an instantaneous 
process dependent only on temperature ,  since it is controlled 
in part  by atomic diffusion and void agglomeration processes.  
Rapid heating 
B. Oxide Layer and Sputtering Effects 
Two fo rms  of oxide removal appear to occur on aluminum 
surfaces subjected to proton bombardment. 
microscope revealed a pitting of the oxide, and the electron 
microscope revealed an  additional more general  removal of 
surface material .  
surface mater ia l  is expected and is attributed to the normal  
sputtering process,  the localized pitting is not a s  readily 
explained. Although the existence of localized variations in  
the characterist ics of the oxide due to  impurit ies or defects 
i n  the substrate aluminum cannot be discounted a s  a cause 
f o r  localized pitting, a second mechanism based upon blister 
formation at the oxide-metal interface is possible. The 
large amount of surface oxide removal on some samples 
i r radiated in  the 30-50 Kev energy range (Figures 9-10)  
supports the concept that bl is ters  which f o r m  at the oxide- 
meta l  interface cause an  exfoliation of the oxide. Formation 
of such bl is ters  at  the base of the oxidemay also have been 
the cause of pitting observed at other energies.  Credence is 
given to this mechanism by the observation that blistering 
was not readily observed with the optical microscope a t  
energies below the energy range associated with complete 
oxide removal. 
range of the protons at 30-50 Kev is approximately equal to  
the oxide thickness, and as the proton energy is varied above 
o r  below the 30-50 Kev energy level, the penetration is 
greater  than or less than the oxide thickness. 
electron photomicrograph of an a s  -irradiated specimen on 
which the oxide i s  lifted f r o m  the underlying metal  to  f o r m  
bl is ters .  
appear to be in an ea r ly  stage of exfoliation. After stripping 
the oxide there  was no evidgnce of blistering or  pitting on 
this sample indicating that these effects were  confined to the 
oxide layer.  
associated with void formation within the metal  latt ice.  
The optical 
While the latter more  general  removal of 
This indicates that the mean penetration 
Figure 37 is an 
Some of the b l i s te rs  have their  tops removed and 
Subsequent annealing produced normal  blistering 
- 6 8 -  
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Figure  37  - Magnification 11, OOOX. Electron Micrograph.  High 
Pur i ty  Aluminum-As -Irradiated.  
Bl is ter ing Due t o  Void Forma t ion  a t  Oxide -Metal 
Interface.  
Surfaces  of Some Voids. 
1 0 0  Kev Pro tons .  
Note the Removal  of Oxide f r o m  the 
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C. T emDeratur e De Dendent Effects 
Observations on blistering of samples irradiated at 
temperatures  other than ambient appear to be consistent 
with the model for the blister formation process proposed. 
Samples irradiated at 2OO0C contained small amounts of 
bl is ters  in the grain boundaries in  the a s  -irradiated condition; 
but did not respond to annealing. At this temperature ,  the 
mobility of trapped protons within the latt ice must  be high 
enough for significant d i spersa l  with consequent loss of 
hydrogen during the proton bombardment period. 
significant spontaneous blistering occurred, even for 100 
Kev protons. 
of hydrogen into voids during the irradiation treatment even 
though the proton penetration depth is relatively high. 
resul ts  should be compared to those obtained with 100 Kev 
protons on samples i r radiated at 25 C. At ambient temperature ,  
l i t t le or no blistering was observed at 100 Kev until the samples 
were  annealed. 
At 100°C 
This resul t  indicates significant agglomeration 
These 
0 
Annealing effects occurring during irradiation can be a 
significant factor in the'idamage caused by protons. 
proton f l u x  of 1013 protons/cm2-sec,  the irradiation t ime fo r  
based on the data from Reference 50, is about 750 t imes  that 
a t  room temperature.  
quite likely that the  d i spersa l  of protons f r o m  the capture zone 
by lattice intersti t ial  diffusion is sufficient to preclude 
formation of bl is ters  by agglomeration during subsequent 
annealing. 
energy,nucleation s i tes  such as grain boundaries and this 
occurs ,  i.in part ,  because of the mobility of the protons. 
F o r  a 
1017 protons/cm 2 is about three hours.  At 2OO0C the diffusivity, 
During bombardment a t  200°C it is 
Blisters f o r m  during bombardment, but only at  low 
At - 1 OO°C and - 196OC, proton mobility within the aluminum 
latt ice is quite low and loss  of hydrogen during irradiation 
should be negligible. This fact  combined with the strength 
of the latt ice at these temperatures  explains the lack of 
observed blistering in the as -irradiated condition. 
a lso exptdin'the larger  amount and s ize  of the bl is ters  
obtained upon subsequent annealing, since mor  e hydrogen 
would be available for  agglomeration into voids and it would 
be concentrated in a smal le r  region. 
It might 
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D. Structure Dependent Effects 
Specific observations of pitting and blistering were 
greatly influenced by the purity, defect s t ructure ,  and 
orientation of the material. 
impurities was limited to observations of a greater  
concentration of blisters occurring along the boundaries 
of what were  suspected to be impurity-rich regions in  
remelted aluminum. 
associated with a segregation of impurities to selective 
regions of the material  during solidification.. 
phenomenon of a cellular or lamaller  substructure extending 
parallel to the crystal  growth direction has been observed 
for conditions of unidirectional solidification of crystals  
f r o m  the melt (53). 
Study of the effects of 
This impurity substructure is 
The 
A recent  study of such impurity segregation in aluminum 
by electron microprobe analysis demonstrates that the 
impurity concentration necessary for the substructure  
formation is well within the impurity level of 99. 997 
aluminum (54). The study further indicated that the 
concentration enhancements i n  the region of microsegregation 
can be as much as two o rde r s  of magnitude, with i ron  being 
the pr imary segregating impurity in the mater ia l  studied. 
t 
It is reasoned that the agglomeration of protons to  f o r m  
hydrogen pockets occurs more  readily in  the presence of 
impurit ies,  either because of a lowered surface energy or 
because a greater concentration of defects in  the impurity 
containing regions may provide paths for rapid diffusion of 
hydrogen, o r  both. The resu l t  would be a higher than 
normal  concentration of bl is ters  in  these regions of the 
sample. 
the perfection of the meta l  latt ice,  which may reduce the 
ion penetration depth (55), and, thereby, effect the blister 
concentration in  these regions. 
delineation of the effects of impurit ies upon the observed 
processes  is  difficult since information in  the l i terature  
concerning such factors as the solubility of hydrogen in 
aluminum and the thickness variation of the surface oxide 
film versus  impurities a r e  somewhat conflicting and 
limited (3 1 ) . 
The presence of t hese  impurities a l so  distorts 
A more  specific 
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While the specific effects of impurit ies and cold work 
upon the tendency to  f o r m  bl is ters  were difficult to  
differentiate in the alloy specimens,  the effects of cold 
work in the high purity aluminum a r e  readily evident 
in  Figure 24. 
scratches on the metal  surface suggest that cold working 
of the mater ia l  has introduced paths of high hydrogen 
diffusivity i n  the deformed metal  lattice and favorable 
s i tes  for formation and growth of bl is ters .  
the-hydrogen is able to move relatively long distances 
along the paths t o  f o r m  fewer voids which a r e  of much 
grea te r  s ize  than seen in non-cold worked regions. 
observation that surface deformation after irradiation 
promotes blister formation more  than deformation before 
irradiation, suggests that the proton bombardment may 
have annealing effect in the s t ra in  hardened lattice. 
The la rge  bl is ters  sitilated along the 
Apparently 
The 
The correlations of the occurrence of pitting and blistering 
with orientation, i l lustrated in  Figures  6 and 8,  indicate 
a combined dependence of pitting and blistering upon 
orientation. 
t o  particle radiation are  due to a high degree of interaction 
Since any surface pitting effects attributed 
of the bombarding ions with the surface mater ia l ,  the 
heavy pitting of the aluminum oxide indicates that the ion 
penetration depth is l e s s  o r  the ion interaction is greater  
such regions than in those regions where a relatively low 
pitting concentration occurs .  Also, the observation of 
spontaneous blisters upon specimens i r radiated at  10-30  
Kev suggests that the lack of blistering upon some grains  
in  
of 
specimens irradiated at  higher energies may be due to the 
protons being situated at such depths that most  voids which 
f o r m  would not cause a swelling of the metal  surface.  
Therefore,  possible explanations of the bl is ter  and pit 
concentration dependence on orientation may involve 
variations in ion penetration depth or in ion interaction with 
the surface atoms. 
P i e rcy  and collaborators (27) have reported a channeling o r  
grea te r  depth of penetration of heavy ions i n  aluminum along 
specific crystallographic directions. $his orientation 
dependence of the range is a consequence of the tendency of the 
latt ice to focus moving particles along channels bordered by 
relatively closely packed atomic rows (26). 
reported along the most  open directions of the face centered 
Channeling has  been 
-72 - 
cubic latt ice with the greatest  degree of penetration 
occurring along the Dla direction followed by the 
/TOW and ElD directions. 
Channeling of bombarding ions into the latt ice and sputtering 
o r  ion interaction with surface atoms appear to be related 
effects with each depending upon the ability of the iatt ice to  
stop impinging ions. 
packed plane and associated with the leas t  open direction, 
allows the least  transparency to bombarding ions, and 
consequently the /All/ direction has. the highest sputtering 
yield followed. by the /TOT/ and directions (56-58). 
This behavior i s  reported to vary only in the low energy 
region (<1  Kev) where a r eve r sa l  occurs and the sputtering 
yield of the (100) plane becomes greater  than the (111) plane 
(59).  These observations suggest that a t  the very low 
energies the stopping power of the metal  latt ice is  no longer 
the controlling parameter ,  and the bonding energy of the 
meta l  surface atoms dominates the low energy sputtering 
process.  
The (111) plane, being the most  closely 
-- 
Results of research  in the fields of channeling and sputtering 
appear to be consistent in that the more  open lattice directions 
show a greater  ion penetration depth and a lower sputtering 
yield. This information f r o m  the l i t e ra ture  is not in 
accord with the resul ts  presented he re  which would lead one 
to  believe, i f  the suggested mechanism i s  appropriate, that 
the penetration depths a r e  grea tes t  along the / 11 1 / direction 
followed by the - -  /rob/and /1 lo/ directions,  with sputtering 
yields in the r eve r se  order  of penetration depths. 
- -  
-- 
The lack of correlation of observations of the orientation 
dependence of pitting and blistering reported in  this work 
with the c rys ta l  orientation dependent latt ice damage and 
penetration depths reported in  the l i terature  appears to 
discredi t  any dependence of the pit and blister concentrations 
upon the channeling of ions o r  sputtering. This lack of 
correlation may be due to the use  of very smal l  and light 
hydrogen ions in this work; whereas ,  the resu l t s  reported in 
the l i terature  a re  fo r  la rger  and heavier bombarding ions. 
However, this variation in  technique appears inadequate t o  
explain the lack of correlation when account is taken of the 
fact  that the DlU direction in  fcc latt ice which shows the 
lowest pit and blister concentrations is not an open direction. 
- 7 3  - 
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An alternate approach to an explanation of the orientation 
dependence of pitting and blistering i s  to consider the 
reaction of the ion within the metal latt ice after having come 
to  res t .  
crystal  orientation upon the behavior of hydrogen in the metal. 
This approach is  one of considering the effects of 
The mechanisms proposed for  pitting and blistering requlre  
the hydrogen t o  be deposited at  shallow depths or to be capable 
of migration to  shallow depths. 
t ransport  of hydrogen, and variation of pit and blister 
concentrations with orientation may be a resu l t  of variation 
of hydrogen diffusivity with c rys ta l  orientation, even though 
this diffusivity would appear to be isotropic in a perfect fcc 
lattice. Another and more  probable explanation is an 
orientation dependence for  the s t r e s s e s  required to cause the 
plastic flow required for  blister expansion. 
This migration requires  
Hydrogen Gas Evolution 
Mas spectrometric studies of the hydrogen evolution during 
annealing f r o m  proton bombarded samples evidence the fact  
that hydrogen loss does not cor re la te  directly with the 
appearance of blisters.  
when the sample i s  heated as a resul t  of the high mobility of 
the atomic hydrogen and the supersaturated condition of the 
lattice. 
appearance of the b l i s te rs  must  be either trapped in the 
blister or  the quantity of gas expelled is below the limits of 
detectability of the m a s s  spec t rometer .  
hydrogen a t  temperatures  between 28OC and 120°C further 
substantiates the argument that the mobility of hydrogen in  
the latt ice must be quite high even at  relatively low temper-  
atures.  These observations cor re la te  with the spontaneous 
blistering which has been observed a t  room temperature  
under cer ta in  irradiation conditions. These observations 
lead to the conclusion that the blister nuclei w e r e  probably 
formed during or shortly af ter  irradiation in most  cases .  
Hydrogen is expelled f r o m  the latt ice 
The hydorgen associated with the formation and 
Evolution of 
There appears to be no correlation between hydrogen 
evolution and appearance of b l i s te rs ,  Instead, the appearance 
of bl is ters  seems to  be temperature  dependent. 
insufficient number of samples were  run to establish any 
time and temperature  dependence. 
An 
N o  blistering was observed 
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for annealing temperatures a s  high as 18OoC even though 
relatively large quantities of hydrogen gas were  evolved. 
Annealing of bombarded samples at 23OoC and above 
produced blisters in  every instance which includes samples 
that outgassed relatively la rge  (Sample 21, medium 
(Sample 31, small (Sample l ) ,  and no (Sample 4) quantities 
of H2 gas ,  
samples irradiated at room temperature  most of the 
hydrogen needed for  subsequent blister formation is 
trapped at  or near the blister sites prior to annealing. 
These resul ts  lead to the conclusion that for 
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VI.  CONCLUSIONS 
1. Pitting and blistering of high purity gold and aluminum 
produced by low energy proton bombardment have been 
studied. This r e sea rch  was conducted to  determine and 
study the mechanisms of the pitting and blistering 
processes and the environmental parameters  which affect 
these processes.  
2 .  Pitting and blistering of high purity aluminum occurs  on 
the surface of aluminum specimens subjected to  proton 
bombardment in the energy range 7 to  450 Kev to a 
total flux of 10l6 p/cm2 or  grea te r .  The pitting occurs 
upon irradiation while the formation of blistering requires  
either t ime or  elevated temperature  o r  both. 
3 .  Pitting is the result of accumulation of protons a s  hydrogen 
in voids which fo rm at  the oxide-metal interface. 
was observed on aluminum at  all proton bombardment 
energies studied. 
Pitting 
4. Blistering occurs spontaneously a t  room temperatures  on 
samples irradiated at  energies of 70 Kev or  lower. 
Samples irradiated at energies of 100 Kev o r  higher show. 
a l e s se r  amount of spontaneous blister formation at  room 
temperature ,  and an elevated temperature  anneal is 
required to produce fully developed bl is ters .  
appear to be the result of agglomeration of hydrogen into 
relatively shallow voids within the metal  mat r ix  where the 
presence of the f r e e  surface allows an outward expansion. 
Bl is ters  
5.  The bl is ters  observed on samples which were i r radiated at  
the lower proton energies formed spontaneously. 
behavior i s  attributed to  shallower penetration depths of 
the lower energy protons which permit expansion of voids 
a t  lower hydrogen pressures .  For the greater  proton 
penetration depths associated with higher energy 
irradiation, annealing is required to produce blistering 
because of the grea te r  diffusion distance and the higher 
gas  pressures  necessary to  cause expansion of the voids. 
This 
6 .  The concentration and s ize  of bl is ters  on aluminum, 
obtained on annealing, were  a function of the annealing 
temperature .  Annealing of higher energy i r radiated 
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aluminum at  temperatures of 2 5 0  C. 
a heavy concentration of bl is ters  while annealing at  200°C. 
produced no bl is ters .  
favored agglomeration of hydrogen into voids while the 
lower temperature favored a general  dispersion of hydrogen 
throughout the lattice, with eventual escape as H2 gas a t  the 
surface.  
or higher produced 
The higher annealing temperature  
7 .  Gold samples were i r radiated with 100 Kev and 50 Kev 
protons. 
irradiated at  50 Kev. 
blistered after annealing a t  300 C. 
presence of blisters on gold in  the absence of an oxide 
layer that the presence of an oxide i s  not a prerequisite 
f o r  blistering. 
supports the conclusion that the pitting is caused by 
trapping of protons under the oxide. 
No  pitting o r  blistering were  observed on samples 
It i s  concluded f r o m  the 
Samples firradiated at 100 Kev 
The absence of pitting on gold fur ther  
8. The size and distribution of pits and bl is ters  were  
demonstrated t o  be  sensitive to metal  purity and micro-  
s t ruc tu re .  The presence of impurit ies increases  the s ize  
of the bl is ters  and increases  the concentration of bl is ters .  
The agglomeration of protons to  f o r m  hydrogen pockets 
occurs more  readily in  the presence of impurit ies,  either 
because of a lowered surface energy o r  because a greater  
concentration of defects i n  the impurity containing regions 
may provide paths for rapid diffusion of hydrogen. 
factors  may contribute to the observed effects. 
Both 
9 .  The presence of cold work in  the mater ia l  produces an 
increase in the s ize  of the bl is ters .  The increase in 
blister s ize  suggests that the cold working of the mater ia l  
has  introduced paths of high hydrogen diffusivity in the 
deformed metal latt ice.  
10 .  Crystallographic orientation dependence of blister density 
was observed. 
predicted on the basis  of the proposed blister formation 
mechanism o r  on the basis  of anisotropic s t ruc tura l  effects. 
The effects observed cannot be readily 
-77 -  
VII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
An ideal experiment would be to follow the protons on an 
atomistic scale f r o m  their "as deposited' '  s tate to their "blistered 
state". 
atomic scale ,  it i s  possible to follow such a process on the sub- 
micron scale  by transmission electron microscopy (TEMP. 
technique could be effectively used to establish the init ial  
distribution of hydrogen, the final nature of the bl is ters  and 
possibly to follow the growth of the b l i s te rs  on a scale not 
previously possible. 
this type of approach to phase transformation and morphological 
studies. 
might be very difficult for  blister work. 
Although it i s  impossible to follow blistering on the 
This 
Recent studies have shown the value of 
It should be expected that sample preparation techniques 
The possibilities of TEM, however, do not preclude the necessity 
of understanding in detail the atomistic parameters  involved 
such a s  the solubility and mobility of hydrogen in aluminum. 
The vagaries of the presently available diffusivity and solubility 
data make it difficult to substantiate any proposed mechanism 
of blister formation. 
calibrated mass spectrometer r a t e  experiment, to determine 
diff us ivit ie  s and s olubili t ie  s quit e a c cur  ate ly . 
It should be possible, using a flow 
Additional irradiation experiments a r e  needed in  which the 
sample temperature  and environmental history a r e  very  carefully 
controlled. 
sample is i r radiated,  annealed, and possibly even examined 
-- in situ. In addition, the environment should be continuously 
monitored by mass spectrometry to correlate  the hydrogen 
outgassing with blistering. Sample temperature  and the t ime 
factor would need to  be carefully controlled so that correlations 
of blister appearance and growth could be made with diffusivity 
information. 
The type of experiment visualized is where the 
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IX APPENDIX 
A, Determination of Natural Oxide Film Thickness on 
Aluminum 
The technique used for the determination of the natural 
oxide film thickness was developed by M. S .  Hunter, 
P. Fowle, and P. F. Towner (Alcoa Research Labora- 
tor ies)  (59, 60).  
character is t ics  of ba r r i e r  layer  type anodic coatings 
and interference color methods. 
It i s  based on a combination of the 
Natural  oxide films on aluminum consist of two layers ,  
a ba r r i e r  layer (the inner layer),  and a porous layer 
(the outer layer) .  
layer  a r e  such that it offers l i t t le res is tance to current  
flow. The ba r r i e r  layer,  however, acts  a s  a dielectric, 
and its properties a r e  such that when an  anodizing process  
is ca r r i ed  out in the proper type of electrolyte, the thick- 
nes s  of the ba r r i e r  layer  will be increased by 14 g /vo l t  
while the thickness of the porous layer will remain constant. 
The basic requirement of the electrolyte i s  that it must  not 
exer t  a solvent action on the oxide. 
ammonium ta r t ra te  adjusted to a pH of 5. 5 is commonly 
used. 
The electrical  properties of the porous 
A 3% solution of 
Using the 14 x /vo l t  relationship for ba r r i e r  layer  type 
oxide, the thickness of the natural  ba r r i e r  layer  can be 
determined. 
is t angstroms, for any applied voltage l e s s  than t / 14  the 
thickness of the natural  b a r r i e r  layer will not be affected. 
However, for a voltage of t /14  plus some small  increment, 
a small amount of ba r r i e r  layer  oxide will be formed. This 
formation will be accompanied by a significant r i s e  in 
cur ren t  flow above that of the natural  leakage flow. There-  
fore,  the process for determining the natural  ba r r i e r  layer 
thickness is to increase the voltage in small increments 
until a significant cur ren t  r i s e  (which will be followed by 
a cur ren t  drop after the oxide has  been formed) is observed. 
The applied voltage multiplied by the 14  g / v o l t  constant will 
give the thickness of the natural  b a r r i e r  layer .  
If the thickness of the natural ba r r i e r  layer  
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The thickness of the porous layer is determined from 
interference colors. 
to give interference colors. However, the thickness of 
the oxide can be increased to any desired amount by 
anodizing. When the thickness is increased to give the 
desired interference colors (the blue -green range for 
4th o rde r  interference has proved to be most  desirable 
to detect changes in colors for small changes in film 
thickness), the thickness of the ba r r i e r  layer  oxide is 
known from the 14 g /vo l t  relationship. F o r  example, 
i f  a sample is anodized to 200 V, the total thickness of 
ba r r i e r  layer oxide (the natural  ba r r i e r  layer  plus the 
amount that i s  added) will be 2800 A. In the anodizing 
process  the thickness of the porous layer remains un- 
changed. Therefore,  the total  thickness of the oxide 
minus the thickness of the ba r r i e r  layer oxide will give 
the thickness of the original porous layer of the natural  
oxide. 
Natural oxide i s  not thick enough 
The total  thickness of the oxide on an unknown sample 
after anodizing is determined by matching its interference 
colors with those of a standard sample whose thickness is 
known. The standard sample is prepared by stripping 
its oxide in a chromic acid - phosphoric acid solution. 
This solution will remove the oxide but will rmt attack the 
aluminum. 
slightly above that to which the unknown sample was 
anodized. 
before anodizing, the oxide on the standard after anodizing 
consists only of ba r r i e r  layer oxide, and i t s  thickness can 
be calculated from the anodizing voltage and the 14 g / v o l t  
constant . 
The standard is then anodized to some voltage 
Since all the oxide is stripped from the standard 
It was stated above that the standard sample is prepared by 
anodizing to some voltage slightly above the voltage to which 
the unknown sample is anodized. 
f rom the two samples a r e  then compared. 
match, the standard sample is anodized to a slightly higher 
voltage, and the comparison is made again. This process  
is continued until the colors f rom the two samples match. 
When the colors match, this means that the total  oxide 
thicknesses of the two samples a r e  equal. 
The interference colors  
If they do not 
The total oxide 
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thickness of the standard sample is known f rom i t s  
anodizing voltage, and the ba r r i e r  layer  oxide thickness 
of the unknown sample is known from i t s  anodizing 
voltage. Therefore, the thickness of the porous layer 
oxide on the unknown sample is the difference between 
these two known thicknesses. 
Best resul ts  in the color matching process  can be 
obtained by preparing two standard samples  and keeping 
a one volt difference in their  anodizing voltages. 
Differences in interference colors for a one volt 
difference in anodizing voltage can be detected quite 
readily. Therefore, i f  the oxide thicknesses of the two 
standards are adjusted (keeping a one volt difference in 
their anodizing voltages) until the color of the unknown 
sample falls  between the colors  of the two standards, 
the porous oxide thickness can be determined to at least  
+O. 5 volts, o r  - + 7  A. 
with the experience of the operator.  
operator should have no trouble detecting color changes 
for a 1 / 2  volt difference in anodizing voltages. 
This accuracy can be increased - 
An experienced 
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